
Having Integrity 
“Integrity is doing right all the time -- especially when no one is looking”  – C. S. Lewis 

 

The most important ingredient to success in relationships and work is trust, which comes from integrity. Integrity is 

doing what is right at all times and in all situations, and accepting the consequences. It’s better to lose a bit of time, 

money or other asset than to lose the trust and respect of others. Doing the right thing can be hard and unpopular. It 

can mean short term pain for long-term gain – whether it’s personal or organizational integrity.  

Organizational integrity exists when a leader’s words and actions are consistent, when they create positive policies 

and apply them fairly to all, with no favoritism.  

    When people trust leaders, they’re able to focus on the work rather than watch their back or nurse wounds.   

    Leaders should avoid “yes men,” develop thick skin and seek advisers who will tell them honestly when they 

should change how they handle certain issues or people.  

   Leaders should rely on others’ knowledge and perceptions, accept that they don’t know everything (who does?), 

nor act as if they do.  

Personal integrity Most of us aren’t in charge of an organization, or if we are, elsewhere in our life we’re not in 

charge – say at church, or on a sports team. “I’d be very disappointed if 

one of our team members did that, “ said a cricket player in 2016, referring 

to a South African cricketer who’d cheated in a match. But just two years 

later, the player who’d criticized the cheating cricketer was himself caught 

in a nearly identical scandal! 

Few things rankle as much as hypocrisy. We see it often; it’s not rare. 

Even the Bible records hypocrisy, as when Judah ignored his duty to provide for his widowed daughter-in-law. He, a 

widower, went to a prostitute. Later, his widowed daughter-in-law Tamar, pregnant, was accused of fornication. He 

sentenced her to death, then was confronted by the fact that he’d been her customer. He’d readily condemned her 

for fornication, which he’d done too, and not out of financial need, as she had (Genesis 38).This event shows the 

hypocritical human heart and God’s mercy: Tamar’s children were Jesus’ ancestors. “Hypocrite” comes from the 

Greek word hypokrites which means “play actor” –one who deceives, masking his true intentions. 

The impact of integrity We can’t ensure another’s integrity, but if we demonstrate it – which takes courage and risk 

-- others may also do so.  

   For example, if your kids see situations in which you ‘fudge’ or criticize others (even them) for something which you 

do, then you’re teaching them to be hypocrites. Conversely, if you’re stalwart in behavior – you ‘walk the talk’ – they 

can learn from and model your example.  

     Coworkers, superiors and subordinates may reassess their own integrity if they see it in others. It takes courage to 

admit mistakes, to commit to uncomfortable or inconvenient actions, but doing so encourages others to develop their 

integrity, too. CCSO staff are alert and observant; they’ll notice.  

 

Temptation to give into hypocrisy can happen when we don’t analyze the wisdom of our desires carefully, nor 

consider likely consequences of too-quick action or reaction, nor evaluate our decision-making process.  

   It can also come when we dislike someone, so put down their actions, forgetting to first check: do we do something 

similar? 

Cultivating integrity starts with a desire to discover where your integrity level may need corrective action – perhaps 

by considering each of these: 

• Keep promises. A promise is a responsibility that you chose. Before making a promise, think: can you actually 

fulfill it, as needed, in the requested timeframe? Don’t say yes because it makes you look good at that moment, or 

 



stops someone pressuring you, or fearing being disliked for saying no. If you make but then don’t fulfill a promise, 

you let others down – sometimes with serious consequences – and harm the relationship and your reputation. Be 

sensible in selecting obligations. 

 Be appropriately transparent. We’d all like to be something we’re not. Know your shortcomings. You don’t have 

to tell everyone what you’re struggling with, but you need to be accountable to someone – even if it’s just privately 

between you and God. As much as you might fear that others will think less of you, not pretending to be someone 

you aren’t, makes people think more of you. It’s counter-intuitive, transformative and enjoyable. 

• Keep balance in life. Help others, yet enjoy life and those important to you. Put yourself first when it comes to

personal growth. Jesus often disappeared to pray. You can only give what you’ve got. Cancel some appointments.

Tell the kids: wait. Pray. Read the Bible. Go for a walk. Eat something healthy. Spend time with an optimistic,

truthful friend. If your cup is empty, how are you going to fill anyone else’s?

• Stay focused by aids. Using lists, alarms and a calendar will notify others of your commitments and help keep

everyone accountable.

• Commitment Integrity means saying what you’re going to do, doing it, and if something stops you from carrying it

through, you tell the others at once and why. You apologize for the change, find someone else to do your task,

and later check it was done, or if you can still help.

• Keep yourself and your environment clean and organized – especially important at work, where others often

work in that area on the next shift. Integrity means we adults don’t leave our mess for others to clean up..

• Seek the proper influences. Integrity is fed by our inputs. Surround yourself with people you admire, read

biographies or books to point your focus in the right direction. What you feed your mind affects what you project.

The goal is to build integrity through self-awareness while avoiding excessive self-scrutiny, pride or guilt. 

Your example will encourage others to have integrity.  

You aren’t perfect and that’s okay; making mistakes is how we learn and grow.  

Set errors right quickly and start again, strengthening your integrity and relationships. 

Ask God to help you see yourself clearly -- and others with mercy.  


